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Abstract. State estimation is a fundamental problem in artificial intel-
ligence that involves inferring the state of a system based on available
measurements. We investigate the role an integrated event memory can
play in tackling state estimation of complex domains. Our approach uses
the hybrid event memory developed in our previous work as a case base
within a cognitive architecture, which enables agents to incrementally
learn and represent large joint probability distributions over states as
Bayesian networks. To facilitate near real-time execution of this process
for agents, we extended the event memory system with a rule-based rep-
resentation for encoding large probability distributions in its networks.
After a review of our cognitive architecture and its event memory, we
describe the representational extension before presenting experimental
results demonstrating our system’s ability to scale to large state esti-
mation problems under various partial observability conditions in the
Minecraft domain.
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1 Introduction

State estimation is one of the fundamental problems in artificial intelligence
that involves inferring the underlying state of a system from a set of available
observations. It is essential in many applications, such as robotics [3], machine
learning [12, 39], and decision-making [15]. The state estimation problem has
been widely studied in the literature [10, 26, 34–36], and various methods have
been proposed to address it. However, this problem still poses significant chal-
lenges in complex domains as the number of states and observations can be
prohibitively large. One promising approach for solving this is to use Bayesian
networks [31], which provide a powerful framework for modeling complex systems
and incorporating uncertainty into the estimation process [17,27].

We believe Bayesian networks provide a powerful and flexible framework suit-
able for representing cases, but their usage in this manner have been sparse in the
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case-based reasoning (CBR) literature [32], despite the growing interests in inte-
grating data-driven techniques with CBR methodologies [21]. Instead, Bayesian
networks have typically been used to enhance inference engines supporting exist-
ing CBR systems by capturing general background knowledge about a problem.
In [1,29], for example, Bayesian networks are used to improve similarity assess-
ment by encoding general domain knowledge like relationships about cooking
processes. In [16], the authors present a Bayesian clustering algorithm that uses
prototype exemplars in salient feature subspaces to describe clusters. Clustering
is done in batch using a Bayesian technique, but the clustered objects are the
data samples, from which the prototypes are sourced. Additionally, in [7], the
authors report a context-aware Bayesian CBR system for constructing dynamic
checklists. To form a case, the system augments observed data with the outputs
of näıve Bayes inference for estimating answer probabilities.

In contrast, our present work represents cases themselves as Bayesian net-
works in our event memory that acts as a case base. Furthermore, we explore
ways to integrate such CBR systems within a unified theory of cognition, which
is an understudied area of research. Our work makes progress along both of
these fronts by extending our hybrid event memory system introduced in prior
work [24, 25], which is integrated into a cognitive architecture, Icarus [4]. As
we will show later in this paper, the current extension gives our event memory-
enabled agent the near real-time capability to learn probability distributions of
the state space as Bayesian networks, making it possible to estimate the states
continuously during execution.

In Section 2 below, we will briefly review the Icarus cognitive architec-
ture and its hybrid event memory. We will start by discussing the architecture’s
knowledge structures that support conceptual inference and skill execution. We
will then describe how its long-term event memory represents cases and operates
over the stored cases for state estimation. After that, in Section 3, we will de-
scribe two extensions to our event memory system that enable faster and more
efficient storage and retrieval of cases, which is essential for near real-time state
estimation in agent settings. In Section 4, we introduce a popular video game,
Minecraft, as our evaluation domain and present experimental results demon-
strating the effectiveness of our approach for state estimation. Finally, we will
review related literature in Section 5 before closing the paper with discussions
of our plans for future work and drawing conclusions in Section 6.

2 Review of Icarus and its Hybrid Event Memory

Cognitive architectures provide computational infrastructure for modeling gen-
eral intelligence. One such architecture, Icarus , makes specific commitments
to the representation of knowledge, their organization of memories, and various
processes that work over these memories. Icarus shares some of these with other
architectures like ACT-R [2], Soar [19, 20], and CLARION [37]. The common
features include the distinction between long-term and short-term memories, its
use of relational pattern matching to access long-term contents, and the cognitive
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processes that occur through recognize-act cycles, to name a few. But Icarus
also makes more distinctive assumptions like the hierarchical organization of
long-term knowledge, its grounding of cognition on perception and action, and
the structural distinction of categories and procedures. Some of these appeared
elsewhere in the cognitive systems literature over time, but only the Icarus ar-
chitecture makes a continuous commitment to this set of features and integrates
them in a unified manner.

2.1 Conceptual and Procedural Memories

Icarus distinguishes between long-term knowledge and short-term contents,
and between categorical and procedural knowledge. The architecture organizes
these using distinct representations and stores them in separate memories. Its
long-term conceptual memory houses definitions of categories, or concepts, that
are similar to Horn clauses [11] and describe different relational situations, while
a long-term skill memory stores definitions of procedures, or skills, that can be
considered as hierarchical versions of STRIPS operators [5] and specify ways to
achieve certain situations.3

Table 1 shows some sample concepts for the Minecraft domain. The first
concept, carrying, describes a situation where the agent has a non-zero amount
of an object type in its possession. This concept refers to a perceived object,
hotbar, and its attributes, but it does not rely on any other concept, making
it a primitive concept. The second concept, however, is a non-primitive one,
which refers to other concept instances like resource, right of, left of, and
carrying in addition to a perceived object, self. This concept depicts a situa-
tion where the agent and a resource object is vertically aligned and the agent is
not in possession of the object.

Similarly, Table 2 shows two sample skills. The first skill, make torch, de-
scribes the procedure of making a torch out of a stick and a coal, simply by
executing a direct action *make in the world. This primitive definition includes
conditions for its execution, the action to take, and its effects, but it does not
involve any other skill instances. But the second skill, craft torch, defines a
complex procedure that involves gathering necessary resource before attempting
to make a torch using the first skill, making it non-primitive.

Icarus places the instances of its concepts and skills in respective short-
term memories. Its belief memory stores inferred concept instances, or beliefs,
that the agent believes to be true at any given time. A short-term goal memory
houses instantiated top-level goals and subgoals, along with the corresponding
skill instances, or intentions of the agent for the goals.

3 In addition, there is another storage, a long-term goal memory, for the Icarus agent’s
top-level goals and their relevance conditions, which are described using generalized
concepts. But this memory and the goal reasoning process that works over it is not
relevant to the current discussion.
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Table 1: Sample Icarus concepts for the Minecraft domain.

((carrying ?o1 ^type ?type ^location ?loc ^size ?size)

:elements ((hotbar ?o1 type ?type location ?loc size ?size))

:tests ((> ?size 0)))

((on vertical axis ?o1 ?self)

:elements ((self ?self))

:conditions ((resource ?o1)

(not (right of ?o1 ?self))

(not (left of ?o1 ?self))

(not (carrying ?o1))))

Table 2: Sample Icarus skills for the Minecraft domain.

((make torch)

:conditions ((carrying ?o1 ^type ?t1)

(carrying ?o2 ^type ?t2))

:tests ((eq ?t1 ’stick)

(eq ?t2 ’coal))

:actions ((*make "torch"))

:effects ((carrying ?torch ^type torch ^location ?l ^size ?s)))

((craft torch)

:conditions ((resource ?o2 ^type coal)

(resource ?o3 ^type stick))

:subskills ((gather resource ?o3 stick)

(gather resource ?o2 coal)

(make torch))

:effects ((carrying ?torch ^type torch ^location ?l ^size ?s)))

2.2 Inference and Execution

The Icarus architecture operates in recognize-act cycles. As shown in Figure 1,
the system first receives sensory data from its environment in its perceptual
buffer and subsequently infers concepts that are true in the current situation.
This inference process applies to primitive concepts first, finding all instances of
these concepts that hold based on perceived objects and their attributes. Then
the system infers non-primitive concept instances that refer to objects and other
concept instances.

Once the architecture finishes inferring all beliefs for the current situation,
it retrieves skills with matched conditions that are known to achieve its goals.
Upon selecting one of the relevant skill instances as its current intention, the
agent executes this skill instance in the world, thus changing the environment
and its subsequent perceptions. This cyclic operation continues until the agent
achieves all its goals.
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Fig. 1: Block diagram of the extended Icarus architecture featuring an inte-
grated long-term event memory. The memory system forms episodes by combin-
ing the agent’s perceptions, beliefs, and actions and supports cue-based retrieval
into working memory.

2.3 Hybrid Event Memory

The Icarus architecture includes a long-term event memory [24]. This memory
serves as a case base for the agent’s experiences, storing propositional representa-
tion of states that occurred during execution as episodic cases. But the memory
system also adds generalized schematic cases over those at the same time, which
serve as propositional templates that aggregates cases in a probabilistic manner.

This memory system is a hybrid, because it represents a middle ground be-
tween the two predominant philosophical perspectives on event memory: the
causal theory [23] and the simulation theory [28]. The causal theory supports
memory systems that represent and maintain discrete, or episodic, events, and
thus act like an archive of specific cases. Conversely, the simulationist perspec-
tive relies principally on a generalized schema to generate recollections through
a reconstructive process. Similarly, our hybrid event memory system stores both
episodic and schematic cases in a hierarchy, unifying causal and simulationist
views into an elegant theory that exhibits the advantages of both while avoiding
their shortcomings.

The long-term event memory forms cases by translating perceived objects
and inferred beliefs from a relational description to a propositional one. Figure 2
shows how the architecture encodes a state where the agent is holding a stick and
a piece of coal and a feather are visible in the scene. The current state includes
some perceived objects like self, hotbar, feather, and coal, as well as some
beliefs, shown in capital letters, that the agent inferred from the observed objects
and their attributes. This state is then represented in a dependency graph shown
below, which depicts the contents of the episodic case. Relational predicates are
shown in grey, while perceived objects and their attributes are shown in blue.
Each episodic case is a directed acyclic dependency graph where the nodes in the
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Fig. 2: Representing a relational observations as a dependency graph. For expo-
sitional simplicity, this figure does not show existing edges from the belief nodes
to perceptual attributes.

graph contain their observed values from the environment. This graph structure
is an episode in the system that represents a single observed state of affairs.

In contrast, schemas are contextually scoped cases that aggregate multiple
episodes and other schemas together in a probabilistic manner. They encode
Bayesian networks that specify the joint probability distribution of a set of cor-
related variables, X. This joint distribution can be written as:

p(x1, x2, ..., xm) = p(x1|x2, x3, ..., xm)p(x2|x3, x4, ..., xm)...p(xm)

= p(xm)

m−1∏
t=1

p(xt|Paxt
),

(1)

where Paxt
are the parent nodes of xt. The advantage of using Bayesian networks

to encode schematic cases comes from their systematic reliance on conditional
independence assumptions. They are the key to compactly representing complex
joint distributions since they reduce the number of parameters necessary to
encode the full joint probability distribution.

2.4 Event Memory Processes

As shown above, Icarus ’ long-term event memory stores and maintains episodic
and schematic cases in a probabilistic taxonomic hierarchy such that similar el-
ements are grouped together separate from dissimilar ones. Episodic cases exist
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Fig. 3: Top-down insertion procedure for adding a new episode to the event
memory. Each insertion step involves performing structure mapping to assess
the similarity between the new episode and existing elements, then recursing
down the lowest cost branch.

at the leaf nodes in the hierarchy. On top of these are progressively more general
schematic cases that summarize their children in a probabilistic manner. The
top-level case in the hierarchy encompasses all the agent’s experiences and is
the most diffuse. In this way, the event memory system maintains a general-to-
specific taxonomy. This taxonomy, however, not only serves to index episodes,
but also to store a full-fledged probabilistic model in each intermediate schema
that supports Bayesian inference. Unlike other CBR systems that use Bayesian
networks, schematic cases in our system have a locally defined context via de-
scendant paths in the hierarchy and therefore are not an amalgamation of general
domain knowledge.

Within cases stored in the memory system, the boundary between problem
and solution is not defined a priori, and this instead depends on the inputs passed
to event memory processes for episodic insertion and cue-based retrieval. The
former, depicted in Figure 3, occurs in an incremental manner, incorporating
new episodes as they are encountered. On each cycle, the Icarus agent gener-
ates an episode including its perceptions and beliefs. The system then uses the
best-first search to insert the episode top-down through the event hierarchy. At
each insertion step, Icarus assesses similarity between the new episode and the
existing event memory elements. By doing this for each element along the in-
sertion path of the new episodic case, the system makes analogical comparisons
between the new case and existing event memory elements.

Once the system identifies the best-matching event memory element at one
level, it merges the new episodic case into the element, according to the corre-
spondences found during the similarity computation, and updates the probability
distribution in the matched element. Then, insertion continues down the subtree.
The insertion procedure completes whenever the new episode becomes a child of
the current case at the root of the subtree, or if the new episode merges with a
pre-exisitng case in the hierarchy. The end result of this insertion process is an
updated event memory hierarchy with the new example incorporated.
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The retrieval process sorts a retrieval cue through the hierarchy employing
the same best-first search mechanism as insertion. Instead of adding the re-
trieval cue to the memory at the end of the search, however, it returns the case
that matches best to the cue. Once the system obtains the best-matching event
memory element (typically a schematic case), it can use that to perform state
estimation through probabilistic inference.

Given the retrieved case, the event memory system takes the observed values
from the retrieval cue and sets them as observed variables in the correspond-
ing schema. This creates a problem-solution pair suitable for state estimation
such that the problem part corresponds to the observed variables, and the so-
lution part corresponds to the remaining hidden variables, which have not been
observed, whose values must be inferred based on the given observations. The
probabilistic inference engine in the agent’s long-term event memory system is
a sum-product message passing algorithm that operates over an approximation
of the network, known as a Bethe cluster graph [18]. The system outputs the
posterior marginal distribution of each variable given the supplied evidence.

3 Extended Event Memory for State Estimation

In prior work, our event memory system used table-based representations for en-
coding conditional probability distributions (CPDs) contained in the cases. This
was done to ensure efficient retrieval of information by providing random access
to the data. This look-up time efficiency, however, came with the disadvantage
of imposing high costs on the space requirements of the system. As the dimen-
sionality of the tables increased linearly, the space requirements to encode their
distributions grew exponentially. Additionally, the large number of parameters
in table CPDs burdened the probabilistic inference steps required for performing
state estimation. In this section, we describe our latest extensions to the memory
system that address these problems.

3.1 Rule-Based Conditional Probability Distributions

The need to have both space- and time-efficient event memory processing for
storage and estimation motivated a switch from table-based representations to
rule-based ones. Intuitively, a rule in a rule-based conditional probability distri-
bution is a tuple whose left hand side is an assignment to some of the variables
in the distribution, denoted as Scope[ρ], while the right hand side specifies the
probability for that variable assignment. Rules may be understood as slices of
the conditional probability distribution having equal probability. Two rules are
compatible if the intersection of their left-hand side variables share the same
assignments. From this notion of rules, we can formally define rule-based condi-
tional probability distributions below.

Definition 1. A rule-based CPD P (X|PaX) is a set of rules R such that:

– For each ρ ∈ R, we have that Scope[ρ] ⊆ {X} ∪ PaX .
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– For each assignment (x,u) to {X}∪PaX , we have one rule ⟨c; p, i⟩ such that
c is compatible with (x,u). In this case we say that P (X = x|Pax = u) = p
and has occurred i times.

– The resulting CPD P (X|U) is a legal CPD in that

∑
x

P (x|u) = 1.

Definition 1 is taken from [18] with the modification that we add count
information to the rule. When interpreting the assertions from Definition 1, it is
useful to imagine rules serving as local coverings of the table-based CPD. The
first item from the definition states that rules must be defined over a subset of
variables in the CPD. Next, the second item asserts that each rule represents
a slice of the distribution, defined by variables in the left-hand side of the rule,
such that each slice covers a region in the table-based CPD. Then, the third
statement claims that the sum of each row in the CPD must equal to 1.

With this in mind, it becomes clear that the rule-based representation is
a powerful abstraction for achieving lossless compression of table-based CPDs
by exploiting their local structure. To illustrate this point, consider the exam-
ple shown in Table 3 depicting the notional conditional probability distribu-
tion P (A|B,C,D). Table 3a shows the table CPD for this distribution contains
24 = 16 parameters. By encoding this distribution as a set of rules, as shown in
Table 3b, we reduce the space requirements to store the table in half, generating
only eight rules. Key to this improvement lies in the fact that one rule can cover
multiple slots in the table. For example, for Rule 0, the value of D is ignored
allowing it to cover the cases when D = 0 and D = 1. Additionally, the rule set
also contains rules whose counts equal zero. Because these are rules for which
outcomes were never observed, we can safely drop them from the rule set to
obtain the minimal number of rules, as shown in Table 3c. If there is a query
about one of the dropped rules, we can recover the appropriate value from the
default distribution, [1, 0]4.

The ability to only store rules for which outcomes have been observed is a
boon for building Bayesian networks, captured inside cases, in incremental fash-
ion. As examples are encountered, the architecture can efficiently flesh out the
CPDs. In contrast, a table-based representation must reserve space even for out-
comes which have not, and may never occur during an agent’s operation. This, in
combination with exponential growth of table CPDs makes it apparent that they
are not appropriate for supporting agents in complex structured environments,
and instead rules should be preferred.

3.2 Similarity via Analogical Reasoning for Insertion and Retrieval

The insertion and retrieval processes rely on structure mapping [9] to guide
search through the event memory hierarchy. To efficiently solve this problem,

4 In Table 3a, rows with distribution [1, 0] have not been observed. For the purpose of
exposition, such rows were chosen arbitrarily.
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Table 3: Encoding table and rule-based CPDs

(a) Table CPD

P (A|B,C,D)
A

D C B a0 a1

d0 c0 b0 1 0
d0 c0 b1 1 0
d0 c1 b0 1/3 2/3
d0 c1 b1 1 0
d1 c0 b0 1 0
d1 c0 b1 1 0
d1 c1 b0 1/3 2/3
d1 c1 b1 0 1

(b) Rule-based CPD

P (A|B,C,D)
0 ⟨a1b0c1; 2/3, 3⟩
1 ⟨a0b0c1; 1/3, 3⟩
2 ⟨a1b1c1d1; 1, 1⟩
3 ⟨a0b1c1d1; 0, 1⟩
4 ⟨a1b1c1d0; 0, 0⟩
5 ⟨a0b1c1d0; 1, 0⟩
6 ⟨a1c0; 0, 0⟩
7 ⟨a0c0; 1, 0⟩

(c) Minimal Rules

P (A|B,C,D)
0 ⟨a1b0c1; 2/3, 3⟩
1 ⟨a0b0c1; 1/3, 3⟩
2 ⟨a1b1c1d1; 1, 1⟩
3 ⟨a0b1c1d1; 0, 1⟩

Icarus converts it to a local optimization problem and applies simulated anneal-
ing to obtain matches in polynomial time. Simulated annealing returns a solution
by iteratively making random matches between nodes in the new episode and
existing memory element nodes. On each iteration, the event memory generates
a partial solution and scores it using the Bayesian Information Criterion [33].

Additionally, the architecture also places extra constraints on the structure
mapping process to enable it to quickly find solutions. These are:

1. Structure mapping is performed in top-down manner;
2. Matched nodes must share the same type; and
3. Candidate match pairs must have the same matched parents.

The structure mapping procedure terminates whenever the simulated anneal-
ing temperature arrives at zero. At that point, the architecture returns the best
solution to the upstream process, which is either insertion or retrieval.

4 Empirical Evaluations

To evaluate our system’s ability to build its case base from experience and use it
for state estimation, we programmed an Icarus agent for Minecraft, a popular
sandbox-style video game developed by Mojang Studios5. This game presents
a unique and challenging environment for artificial intelligence research. It al-
lows players to explore an expansive world and manipulate their surroundings
through the use of blocks. The game’s open-world environment, coupled with its
complexity, requires artificial agents to possess high-level decision-making skills
and faculties for handling partial observability to navigate and accomplish goals.

To facilitate the agent’s efficient operation, we assumed a flat world where the
agent only perceives objects on the floor and limited the agent’s inventory slots

5 We use Minecraft (https://www.minecraft.net/) with its agent interface, Malmo [13]
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to three. Nonetheless, the agent could infer spatial relations such as (left of ?a

?b) and (right of ?a ?b) based on these simplified perceptions, maintaining
the generality of our experiments. In addition, we simplified the programming
of our agent by having it issue only discrete movement commands through the
interface. Our agent can choose to move forward, backward, and strafe by one
step, as well as turn left or right by 90 degrees.

In our experiment, the agent operated in a 7 x 5 room with the objective of
making a torch from component resources found in the room. A different resource
existed at each corner in the room, and the agent had to walk to the appropriate
ones to fashion the item that satisfied its goal. The recipe for making a torch
required one item each of stick and coal. We generated 24 different maps by
permuting the locations of the resources in the room. We also gave the agent
two skills each for making a torch, resulting in 48 different possible scenarios. In
each scenario, the agent followed a recipe for crafting a torch. During the course
of execution, we recorded the agent’s observations and beliefs about the world,
thus generating an execution trace. This enabled us to create a rich dataset of
examples from which to build the agent’s event memory.

Given this dataset, we split it into training and testing partitions, and per-
formed 10-fold cross validation to build the agent’s event memory by inserting
the execution traces sequentially. Then in test, we compared our agent’s ability
to perform state estimation under various partial observability conditions. Un-
der these conditions, the agent received a subset of the perceptual information
sensed from the environment, then had to elaborate all missing perceptions, if
any, and infer all beliefs since these were never directly perceived.

In Figure 4a, we present the average cycle duration across 10 folds as the
Icarus agent inserts the observation traces through its event memory. The fig-
ure shows that time it took to insert the examples moved from around three
to five seconds initially and progresses down to less then one second at the end
of the trace. We believe that because the initial state is similar across the ob-
servation traces, inserting them into the event hierarchy progressively expanded
the same subtree. As a result, the insertion time for these early observations
was comparatively higher than the later observations because the event memory
system needed to complete more insertion steps. In contrast, later observations
which had more distinguishing features, consequently, wound up in more shallow,
less developed parts of the hierarchy resulting in faster insertion times.

Figure 4b compares the number of parameters needed to encode the case
distributions at the top-level of the hierarchy by table- and rule-based CPDs. In
the figure, the y-axis is the log transform of the number of parameters, while the
x-axis shows the percentage of traces observed in the fold. The trends show an
order of magnitude savings for rule-based CPDs meaning that this representation
scales nicely to highly structured domains.

Next, we present training performance results for state estimation in Figure 5.
Figure 5a measures the local likelihood of the model, meaning we measure the
likelihood of each individual state variable in the model, then report the average.
By comparison, Figure 5b measures the average likelihood of the joint assign-
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(a) Average time required to process state
in Icarus cognitive cycle.

(b) Comparing space requirements of
rule-based CPDs with table-based CPDs.

Fig. 4: Insertion performance results of the long-term event memory.

(a) Average local likelihood of recon-
structing the ground truth from the re-
trieved model.

(b) Average likelihood of reconstruct-
ing the ground truth from the retrieved
model.

Fig. 5: Training performance results.

ment of the state variables in the model. During training, the system obtained
high marks, but differences in performance arose under the validation set. The
local likelihood measure remained high, but a significant drop in performance
is observed for the likelihood. This difference in performance occurred because
the likelihood measure is conjunctive. This means that if the model assigned low
probability to one of the ground truth state variables, it significantly decrease
the likelihood score of the model because the low probability value is multiplied
to the other probability assignments in the network. Despite this, the likelihood
of recovering the ground truth state using the retrieved case significantly exceeds
random chance because the space over which the Bayesian network is defined
covers, on average, 3.07× 1029 number of outcomes.
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Fig. 6: Likelihood measures under various partial observability conditions.

During test, the Icarus agent performed state estimation under various
partial observability conditions. When the agent had complete observations of
the perceived objects both likelihood measures obtained their maximum results,
with the local measure achieving greater than 90% performance and the joint
measure recovering the ground truth state with greater than 40% likelihood. The
performance fell sharply when the agent could not perceive 10% of the perceptual
environment, but gracefully degraded beyond that point. For the local likelihood,
performance did not drop below 60% on average, which suggests that the state
estimation was largely correct with a moderate amount of uncertainty. This
uncertainty, however, proved costly for the joint likelihood because it reduced
the likelihood of the model generating the ground truth state down to 0% by
the time the agent could only observe 10% of the perceptual environment.

5 Related Work

In addition to the previous work from the case-based reasoning literature that
we discussed earlier in Section 1, there are other groups of work that our system
shares insights with. Most importantly, our event memory system descends in-
tellectually from incremental concept formation systems like COBWEB, TRES-
TLE and LABYRINTH [6, 8, 22, 38]. Such systems gradually acquire knowledge
about a problem domain by clustering examples, as they are encountered, into
probabilistic hierarchies. Incremental concept formation emphasizes the compo-
sitional nature of knowledge, continual learning, and improvement in predictive
performance over time. The event memory system in Icarus differs from these
mainly in that nodes in the hierarchy are Bayesian networks, and it is capable
of scaling to a broader range of inference tasks.

Event memory has been modeled as declarative episodic memory in another
cognitive architecture, Soar [19]. Soar’s episodic memory stores contents of the
agent’s working memory in a flat storage container. It supports insertion and cue-
based retrieval of content to aid in other cognitive tasks such as problem solving
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[30] and anticipatory thinking [14]. Unlike Icarus , episodes in Soar’s episodic
memory cannot serve as predictive models of the world. ACT-R and CLARION
have declarative memories, but do not make clear distinctions between semantic
and episodic content.

6 Future Work and Conclusions

Future research extending this work could include inference over continuous- and
discrete-valued variables, insertion strategies that efficiently assess the similarity
between related event memory elements, and learning approaches for acquiring
conceptual knowledge that enable the agent to describe and categorize states.
Pushing the research in these directions can significantly enhance the efficiency
and accuracy of state estimation in event memory-enabled agents across a wide
array of domains, and we hope to report our results in a near future.

State estimation is a crucial problem in various fields of AI, and the extended
Icarus cognitive architecture offers a powerful approach to it, which relies on
its event memory system storing and maintaining Bayesian network represen-
tations. Studies have shown the benefits and utility of Bayesian networks, but
challenges still remain when dealing with complex structured domains. Our work
represents a step towards addressing these challenges by integrating our Hybrid
Event Memory System into the Icarus cognitive architecture to create an event
memory-enabled agent capable of learning probability distributions of the state
space as Bayesian networks in an online manner. This research opens up new
avenues for exploring the integration of data-driven techniques with Case-Based
Reasoning and for unifying theories of cognition.
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